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Although informal online learning communities are made possible by users’ decisions to share their creations,
participation by females and other marginalized groups remains stubbornly low in technical communities.
Using descriptive statistics and a unique dataset of shared and unshared projects from over 1.1 million users
of Scratch—a collaborative programming community for young people—we show that while girls share less
initially, this trend flips among experienced users. Using Bayesian regression analyses, we show that this
relationship can largely be attributed to differences in the way boys and girls participate. We also find that
while prior positive feedback is correlated with increased sharing among inexperienced users, this effect also
reverses with experience or with the addition of controls. Our findings provide a description of the dynamics
behind online learners’ decisions to share, open new research questions, and point to several lessons for
system designers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Research in social computing and the social and learning sciences has shown that by sharing
creative artifacts, youth participation in informal online communities can lead to meaningful
learning experiences [33, 53, 60]. Although the production of unshared or unpublished artifacts
may include important learning experiences for their creators, private creations will never elicit
feedback, comments, and remixes from peers and can never introduce their creators to the type
of rich social milieu that both theory and empirical research suggest can promote continued
participation and learning. Research has shown that there are systematic reasons why some users
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will share more than others and reap greater benefits from doing so. Despite the promise of lower
barriers to participation in informal learning communities, females and groups that are marginalized
in the broader field of computing are relatively underrepresented participants in informal online
computing communities as well [19, 56]. The missed opportunities represented by unpublished
artifacts created by members from marginalized groups—potentially kept private at higher rates—
reflect both potential sources of inequality as well as avenues toward broadening participation.
How might designers encourage more users—especially members of marginalized groups like
females—to participate by sharing their creative products?
Using a unique dataset of 5,677,206 multimedia programs created by youth in the Scratch online
community, including those that are created but unshared, we characterize the dynamics that drive
users’ decisions to share. Drawing from a rich body of theory and prior empirical work in social
computing and the learning sciences, we test hypotheses related to users’ gender and history of
receiving positive feedback. Using a novel stage-based stratified Bayesian regression strategy, we
report results from a series of empirical models that test these hypotheses for users across a range
of experience levels.
In non-parametric analysis of the data, we see that although projects created by girls are initially less likely to be shared than those created by boys, this relationship is flipped among more
experienced users. We also find some evidence that a history of receiving positive feedback is
correlated with sharing among inexperienced users. In both cases, these relationships are reversed
in models with controls for users’ social behavior and project characteristics. In these models, we
find that the marginal effect of gender on sharing is near zero among users’ early projects and that,
with everything else equal, girls share more than boys as they gain experience. These models also
suggest that the marginal effect of having received positive feedback is negatively associated with
sharing among users of all experience levels and this relationship is particularly strong among
boys.
Our work contributes to the literature on participation in informal learning environments by
testing theories about users’ decisions to share their creations. Additionally, it contributes to a
growing body of research in social computing focused on broadening participation by mapping the
longitudinal processes through which gender inequality in participation shifts over time. Finally,
it makes a methodological contribution to social computing research through our application
of a stage-stratified Bayesian regression framework that allows us to model how predictors of
engagement shift over users’ life cycles.
2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we engage with prior research to define the terms of, and provide rationales for, a
set of three hypotheses about when users will choose to share their creative artifacts. In each case,
our hypotheses are framed in terms of dynamic processes where relationships may shift over time
[45]. We adopt this approach because we believe that theory suggests that strong predictors of
sharing among new users might be poor predictors among those with more experience. Drawing
from Monge’s [45] advice on describing dynamic processes, each of our hypotheses is split into two
parts: first, (a) we hypothesize about the effect for inexperienced users; second, (b) we hypothesize
about how this relationship will (or will not) change among users with more experience.
Often focused on public communication and framed in terms of “self-censorship,” a body of
research in social computing has sought to measure and understand users’ decisions to publish
social media content or keep it hidden [13, 40]. We build on this work to unpack the dynamics of
individuals’ decisions to share in informal computing learning environments. Although definitions
of “informal learning” have been contested, the term is typically used to describe learning in the
absence of a fixed curriculum and evaluation that takes advantage of self-directed exploration,
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incidental experiences, and socialization [62]. Although informal learning occurs over individuals’
lives in many contexts, learning scientists have suggested that social computing systems are
particularly appropriate environments for its support [12].
In studies at the intersection of informal learning and computing among children, Papert’s
constructionism framework [48], built on Piaget’s theory of constructivist learning [51], is the most
widely used theoretical tool. Although Papert never formally defined constructionism, he described
his philosophy as based on the idea that learning “happens especially felicitously in a context
where the learner is consciously engaged in constructing a public entity” [49]. In constructionism,
a well-designed learning environment should provide a social context where learners are able to
discuss their ideas with others, present their works as public entities, and observe their peers’ works
and reactions [48, 49]. Although early constructionist learning environments deployed software like
Logo [1] in settings like schools and after-school programs [48], researchers and designers working
in informal settings have taken up Papert’s approach most enthusiastically. Many influential projects
to support youth learning in computing are situated in informal constructionist environments—
both physical environments like Computer Clubhouses [55, 75] and online environments such as
MOOSE Crossing [5, 6] and Scratch [54]. Sharing is seen as one of several important pathways for
supporting the learning process in constructionism and is a central feature of these environments.
Sharing is seen as important to learning in these settings for two key reasons. First, it creates
opportunities to engage socially with others in a community in ways that support a virtuous cycle
of social participation. In turn, participation is understood to promote, or even constitute, learning.
Jenkins et al. discussed important new literacies involving social skills developed through collaboration and networking, skills that can only be learned through full engagement in a participatory
culture [30]. In a number of quantitative studies, it has been argued that increased participation in
informal learning communities will, on average, support increased learning [15, 61, 74]. Sharing
is thought to support learning by opening the sharer to opportunities for receiving constructive
critique. This perspective finds support in a large body of qualitative studies of both offline and
online informal learning communities [4, 6, 55, 60, 69]. In a case study from the Scratch community,
Brennan and Resnick [3] described how sharing a game made with Scratch allowed a young programmer to not only get valuable feedback, but also provided an opportunity for him to “think about
what it was like for someone else to experience playing his game.” In his earlier work, Resnick’s
[52] spiral process of learning includes the sharing of ideas and creations in a key position. Second,
sharing can support learning indirectly among others by creating valuable material from which
others can learn. A growing body of research has documented how learners in informal learning
environments can learn by building on and extending each others’ work [14] with improvements
in the quality of artifacts constructed [16, 25].
One of the most important critiques of informal constructionist environments is that its interestdriven and opt-in approach does not do enough to address inequality in participation along
dimensions that include race, class, and gender [23, 50, 56]. The gender gap in technology interest
is the most widely studied of the three and is present as early as elementary school [9, 41]. Even
when girls are performing at equivalent or higher levels than boys, their confidence and interest in
technical or math-intensive subjects lag [29]. In that women learn that computing is “not for them”
at a very young age, new female learners may approach informal online learning communities that
are centered around technical topics (e.g., programming) with suspicion or trepidation. Sharing
work publicly involves permitting oneself and one’s creations to be vulnerable to the judgment
and censure of others. This brings us to our first hypothesis (H1): that (a) projects created by girls
will be less likely to be shared than those created by boys. We further hypothesize that (b) differences
in sharing behavior associated with gender will remain similar in magnitude between less and more
experienced users.
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As described in detail in the paragraphs above, a critical component of the learning process
afforded by public participation is the potential for constructive feedback. Learner motivation is
intimately tied to learner self-identity [18, 68] and learners’ visions of what they might become
[24, 39]. Feedback can potentially help learners overcome the discrepancy between where they see
their current self and their ideal future self [18]. Research has shown that learners respond better
to feedback on small tasks that are performed well than to feedback on identical tasks that were
not completed as competently [11] and has also shown that positive feedback leads to increased
goal commitment and motivation [72].
Successful informal online sharing communities are often explicitly supportive of participation
[7, 20, 59]. Many afford giving motivational (i.e., lacking in specific useful critiques) feedback which
users find inspiring and contributing to an overall positive and supportive environment [20]. In
survey-based research on users’ decisions to share photos that they had already taken, Nov et
al. [47] found that both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations drive sharing, and they pointed to the
users’ desire for self-development and reputation attainment within their community. Motivational
feedback mitigates the perceived risk to reputation that publicly sharing created work poses to
learners [28, 36], helping participants feel safe when sharing their creative efforts [35, 36]. This
leads us to our second hypothesis (H2): (a) projects created by learners who have received more
positive feedback are more likely to be shared than those created by learners who have received less.
As suggested, feedback is important in that it can build confidence in users which, in turn, can lead
them to share. In that we believe that confidence is also going to be a function of experience, we
hypothesize that (b) the effect of positive feedback on sharing will remain positive, but will be lower in
magnitude among more experienced users than among less experienced users.
Stereotype threat is the term used to describe the experience of being in a situation where one
may be judged in a negative light solely as a consequence of belonging to a particular stigmatized
group [63]. There exists a considerable body of research showing the detrimental effects of being the
target of these negative stereotypes. Thoman et al. [66] conducted a meta-analysis describing how
stereotype threat not only has a direct negative effect on goals and motivation, but also decreases a
marginalized learner’s sense of belonging and identification within a given domain. Other work has
shown that interventions that restore or create a sense of belonging can counteract the effects of
even persistent stereotype threat [70, 73]. Rusk showed how participation in a supportive informal
online learning environment can help all learners feel accepted and valued [60].
As a result, although many learners will become more comfortable as they become more experienced in engaging with a community, this effect is likely to be more important to learners
from marginalized groups. This need to be accepted can be considered from the viewpoint of social
attraction theory. Guillen et al. described how being competent is not sufficient for women at a
software development company to appear confident to coworkers and supervisors; they must also
be liked by those judging their confidence [21]. Wang et al. explored similar issues in their study of
contributions by women in open software projects on GitHub [71]. The decision of whether or not
to participate is thus not a simple one for women, as their acceptance into the communities that
they seek to join is tied to not only the quality of their contributions, but also their social attraction.
This brings us to our final hypothesis (H3): the relationship between positive feedback and sharing
will be stronger for projects created by girls than for those created by boys. Because we know of no
theoretical reason to believe that this effect will be mitigated with experience, we hypothesize that
(b) this effect will be consistent across less and more experienced users.
3

EMPIRICAL SETTING: SCRATCH

Our empirical setting is the Scratch online community. Scratch is a visual, block-based programming
language that is designed for children aged 8–16 [54]. With roots in constructionism, Scratch
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(c) Cupcake maker project
with 978 “love its”

Fig. 1. Scratch programming language and community. Learners use the block-based Scratch
programming language (a) to create games and animations. Shared projects are visible to all
members of the Scratch community, and may be featured on Scratch’s homepage (b). An example
of a project that received positive feedback from 978 other users who clicked “love it” (indicated by
the heart-shaped icon) is shown in (c).
was designed to appeal to people who had never viewed themselves as programmers and to be
“more tinkerable, more meaningful, and more social” than other programming environments [54].
Computer programs in Scratch are authored by dragging and dropping visual blocks of code. Each
of these blocks represents instructions that determine the behavior of on-screen characters called
sprites. An example of Scratch code to make a sprite go back-and-forth on the screen is shown in
Figure 1a.
The Scratch online community website1 allows children using Scratch to create and share their
projects online and is shown in Figure 1b. Members of the community can remix each others’
Scratch projects, comment on each others’ work and user profiles, curate projects in galleries,
bookmark projects that they find interesting, and show appreciation for projects that they like
by clicking on the “love it” button shown in Figure 1c. Scratch and its online community were
launched publicly in 2007. The Scratch online community is enormously popular, with more than
30 million registered users (called Scratchers). It hosts more than 33 million shared projects. All
projects hosted on Scratch are openly remixable and about a quarter of these projects are remixes
themselves. The Scratch community is deeply social and hosts more than 167 million comments.2
Scratch is not only one of the most popular sites in the world for children to learn programming,
but also one of the largest platforms for youth cooperative creative production of any kind.
There is evidence that Scratch supports learning among users who participate in a sustained
way. Maloney et al. observed urban youth at a Computer Clubhouse over an 18-month period
and found that self-directed novice Scratch users learned to program when given support and
encouragement in a setting of mutual learning [38]. Unfortunately, Scratch has struggled to elicit
sustained participation among the large majority of its users. Although quantitative studies have
shown that the skills of Scratch users tend to grow with participation [14, 42, 74], attrition results in
few users becoming experienced enough to register meaningful increases in quantitative measures
of learning [42, 61].
A growing body of research has sought to understand the dynamics and designs that cause users
of informal communities like Scratch to participate. Fields et al. have pointed to sharing as the
1 https://scratch.mit.edu/
2 All

(https://perma.cc/U4AP-3FWF)
statistics are taken from the Scratch statistics page [65].
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critical behavior to focus on because “sharing a project on the Scratch site defines the baseline of
all other active participation beyond viewing” [19]. In qualitative work, Kafai et al. have described
participants in Scratch after-school programs who expressed reluctance to share their projects
owing to the sense that they lacked the expertise required to create projects that were of comparable
quality to those created by others [31]. However, due to the fact that non-participation has generally
been invisible to those studying online learning communities, we still know very little about this
process.
One thing we do know is that participation in Scratch continues to be unequal in terms of gender.
Using a random sample of 5,000 users of the Scratch website during January 2012, Fields et al. found
out that more than half had no observable engagement and that just over two-thirds of the users
who had created at least one project during the observation period were males [19]. Furthermore,
when they analyzed the projects created by these users, they found that users could be separated
into four classes, determined by the variety of programming concepts used in their projects. Girls
were found to be over-represented in the most basic class and under-represented in the two more
highly skilled classes [19].
Increased positive feedback has been cited as one useful way to increase engagement. For example,
Scratch created a “welcoming committee” to promote positive newcomer experiences [17]. While
running Collab Camp, an organized online collaborative event, Roque et al. found that encouraging
positive and constructive feedback among participants was effective and appreciated [58]. Owing
to the fact that girls’ projects tend to receive more positive ratings than similarly popular projects
by boys [25], this may reflect a promising avenue toward addressing gender inequality as well.
In addition to actively promoting a supportive and welcoming environment, the Scratch Community Guidelines actively discourage the posting of negative feedback and instruct users to report
any project or comment that they consider to be “mean, insulting, too violent, or otherwise inappropriate” [44]. This is a responsibility that Scratch users take very seriously and carry out with
remarkable efficacy [37, 67]. In an informal qualitative analysis of 100 randomly selected comments,
we identified only two comments as having potential negative valence—one of which had been
flagged and removed by the community.3
Historically, quantitative studies of Scratch have struggled to speak directly to the issue of
participation because users’ decisions to not participate were never visible. In part, this is because
the initial version of the Scratch programming environment was a desktop application that uploaded
projects to the website. Due to the fact that unshared projects were never observed by anybody but
their creator, much of what we know about nonparticipation is from smaller qualitative studies of
workshops and after-school programs. In May 2013, Scratch launched a new major revision that
allowed for in-browser authoring and editing [43]. An implication of this change was that projects
created on the website by community members are private by default but accessible to researchers.
4

DATA AND MEASURES

Observations in our dataset correspond to individual Scratch projects. In Scratch, users typically
create projects from an empty template as “de novo” projects. They can also create projects by
opening, modifying, and then republishing an existing project as a “remix.” Because the dynamics
around users’ decisions to share remixes may differ from decisions to share individual work, our
analysis is restricted to de novo projects. We also excluded projects uploaded by the Scratch offline
client, because projects uploaded by the client are shared automatically on the website without
further user interaction.
3 This

analysis and the text of the negative comments are described in detail in our supplement.
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σ

Create Count
[1, 3247]
20.9
5
77.7
Autosave Count
[2, 55542] 26.0
14
53.6
Love Count
[0, 11198]
6.3
0
89.2
Share Count
[0, 1461]
8.0
0
33.6
Follow Count
[0, 6304]
9.3
0
62.1
Block Count
[0, 68952] 42.7
12
211.9
Unique Media Asset Count
[1, 3012]
5.8
5
8.0
Age (in years)
[4, 90]
15.6
12.6
9.5
x̄ = Mean, x̃ = Median, σ = Standard deviation
Table 1. Summary statistics of variables used in our regression models.5

Access to our dataset came in the form of permission to query a copy of the SQL database
that runs the Scratch online community and was allowed by having our team members added
as researchers on an IRB protocol that covers the post hoc analysis of this database. Our dataset
consists of projects by every user who registered on Scratch’s website in the period between July 1st
2014 and January 31st 2015. Data on 18 users were corrupt, and we excluded all projects from this
group. Additionally, we excluded users who self-reported their age to be above 90 or below four.
We collected de-novo projects that were created using the browser-based editor through January
31st 2016 and were not subsequently deleted by their creators. We did not include projects that
appeared to have been created automatically and unintentionally by users who opened the editor
but had not set out to create projects.4
Next, we collected project-level variables that included the sequence number of the project in its
creator’s trajectory (Create Count) which we use as a categorical variable upon which we stratified
our dataset. We constructed our dependent variable as a dummy variable (Is Shared?), coded 1 if the
project was ever published and 0 otherwise. Published projects that were subsequently unpublished
by their authors were still coded as 1.
Our two key predictors are qualities of the user who created and shared each project. The first
is a self-reported measure of gender that we coded using a dummy variable that is 1 if the user
self-reported being female and 0 if the user reported being male (Is Female?). Of course, not all
Scratch users identify themselves as male or female and the Scratch website has allowed users
to report their gender using a free-form text field since 2013. In our dataset, approximately 8% of
Scratch users self-report their gender as something other than “male” or “female.” Although many of
these appear to be legitimate non-binary genders, a large portion appear to be playful or humorous
(e.g.,“robot”). With deep respect to the importance of representing the reality of non-binary gender,
we restricted our sample to the large majority of users along the male/female gender binary as a
way of drawing statistical generalizations about average effects among the only two genders in our
sample that are preponderate and theoretically well-understood enough to support doing so. This
involved dropping data on projects by 105,438 users.
4 Formally,

we excluded all projects with less than two “autosaves.” Due to how the Scratch website was implemented,
these projects would typically be created unintentionally when a user who is logged in opened the editor. More details on
autosaves are provided below.
5 We were puzzled by the high upper-limit of Autosave Count. Manual inspection revealed that some of the high values were
recorded on rare occasions where the Scratch editor failed to parse a response back from the server, causing projects to be
repeatedly auto-saved.
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Our second key predictor is a time-varying measure of the total number of “love its” each user’s
de novo projects received prior to the creation of the project in question (Love Count). “Love its” in
Scratch are very similar to “Likes” on Facebook. The total number of “love its” is displayed on each
project without attribution to the person giving them (see Figure 1c). We use Love Count as our
measure of prior positive feedback.
We also include two sets of control variables. The first set attempts to control for factors that
theory suggests will be unrelated to gender. Our first control in this set is a project-level variable
that attempts to capture the time that users spent on projects as the total number of “autosaves”
(Autosave Count). Under normal circumstances, the Scratch code editor automatically saves a
project every 2 minutes if there has been any change to the project. Because projects can be worked
on indefinitely without publication but can be shared at any point, Autosave Count captures a
count of autosaves in the 30-day period after each project was created.6 Our second control reflects
previous sharing experience as measured by the number of de novo projects shared by the creator
prior to the project in question (Share Count). We include this control because receiving “love its”
(or any type of feedback on a project) is conditional on sharing projects in the first place. Our final
control in this set is a user-level variable capturing users’ self-reported age in years at the point of
project creation (Age).
Our second set of controls attempts to capture qualitative ways that boys and girls may differ in
how they use Scratch that might be correlated with projects’ shared status. Our first control in this
set is a measure of social activity in the form of a count of the number of users on Scratch that have
been “followed” by the creator of the project at the moment the project was created (Follow Count).
“Following” on Scratch is akin to “following” on social media websites like Twitter and causes the
Scratch website to surface the followed users’ creations. This second set of controls also seeks to
capture project complexity in the form of a measure of the number of programming blocks used
in the project (Block Count) as well as the number of distinct image and sound elements that the
project contains (collectively referred to as “assets” in Scratch) (Unique Media Asset Count). Both
of these variables are measured at the point of the final autosave that we observe. Previous work
has shown that these measures are conceptually distinct and are associated with both different
types or genres of projects and different modes of social interaction [25]. We expect that all our
controls will be consistently positively related to a project’s shared status.
Our final dataset includes 5,677,206 projects shared by 1,182,793 users. Summary statistics for
the nondichotomous variables from our final dataset are described above in Table 1. For our two
dichotomous variables, 39% of Is Female? and 29% of Is Shared? are equal to 1. Detailed plots
included in our supplement show the distributions and medians for all our variables broken down
by stratum and gender.
5

ANALYTIC PLAN

Our analytic strategy is based on stage-based stratified Bayesian regression models, a term we use to
describe testing an identical set of hypotheses across a series of strata. In particular, we stratify our
sample into stages by Create Count in order to test our hypotheses at different points along users’
experience levels. Doing so effectively splits our dataset into 25 strata that contain all users’ 1st ,
2nd , 3rd , etc. projects, through 26 projects. Our models are estimated on a dataset that incorporates
data beginning from the 2nd project shared by each user because users must have created at least
one project in order for there to be any variation in users’ number of previously shared projects or
received “love its”. We choose an upper limit of 26 because this corresponds to the 98th percentile
6 Although

some of these autosaves to published projects may have occurred after publication, we believe that this measure
allows for a fair comparison of the effort spent on both shared and unshared artifacts.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of Create Count. Each bar reflects the number of users that have shared that
many projects (i.e., the number of projects,in each stratum).
of the maximum value of Create Count for users in our data collection window. The fact that each
statistical model contains one project per user alleviates concerns of repeated observations of
individual users common in longitudinal analysis.
Our approach allows us to estimate how certain predictors are associated with the probability
of an individual project being shared and how those associations vary across levels of creators’
experience. Critically, our approach does not tell us how an individual’s sharing behavior changes
with experience. In prior social computing research, a similar “stage model” approach has been
used for prediction tasks by Cheng et al. [10] to study information cascades (e.g., mass resharing of
photos) and has shown that the relative importance of the predictors of cascades can vary across
stages.
Our nondichotomous measures are each counts. Like many variables drawn from social media
data, our counts follow long-tailed distributions similar to Figure 2. For example, given high rates of
attrition in Scratch [14, 42, 61], there is a rapid drop-off in the number of projects in each stratum
as Create Count increases (see Figure 2). As a result, we log-transform each of our count measures
before adding them to our models, adding 1 when our measure’s range includes 0.
Thus, we test our hypotheses using 25 separate logistic regression models fitted using the 25
stratified datasets. As a logistic regression, our outcome is the log-odds that a project will be shared.
Our predictors are a sum of a linear combination of our parameter estimates and measures for
gender, our log-transformed measure of “love its”, and an interaction between the two variables,
plus our controls. The interaction term attempts to capture hypothesis H3 that the log-linear effect
of “love its” will differ across gender. This formal model is represented by the following equation
(the left side reflects the logistic link function):

log


p̂(Is Shared?)
= βo + β 1 Is Female? + β 2 log Love Count + β 3 Is Female? × log Love Count
1 − p̂(Is Shared?)

Controls are added to this model in two stages. In our first model (M1), we add our first set
of controls for our log-transformed measures of Share Count, Autosave Count, and Age. In our
second model (M2), we add our controls for log-transformed Follow Count, Block Count, and
Unique Media Asset Count. M1 attempts to reflect the marginal effects of gender and feedback
on sharing, controlling for important confounding variables that theory and previous research does
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not suggest will differ systematically by gender. M2 incorporates measures that previous research
has suggested will correspond to systematic differences in the ways that boys and girls use Scratch
[19, 56]. For example, girls may be more social and create projects with more images and sound
[19]. We see M1 as reflecting the nature of gender differences in regard to feedback and sharing
more descriptively, while M2 begins to unpack potential explanations for these differences.
In both models, our test of the relationship between the gender of the creator and the likelihood
of sharing (H1) is reflected by the parameter estimate for β 1 which we hypothesize will be negative
and similar in magnitude throughout our strata. Our test of the relationship between prior positive
feedback and sharing (H2) is reflected by the estimates for β 2 . We hypothesize that the parameter
estimates will be positive for lower strata and then decrease in magnitude but remain positive
among more experienced users. Finally, our test that the effect of feedback will be stronger among
girls (H3) is reflected in the parameter estimate for β 3 , which we hypothesize will be consistently
positive.
Although much of the approach outlined above could be carried out with the frequentist statistical
models that are traditionally used in HCI research, there is no appropriate statistical test to compare
the results of one frequentist model fit using one dataset to the results from the same model fit on a
different one. Thus, after fitting our models, we would be unable to compare the estimates and the
confidence intervals for β 1 , β 2 , etc. from models associated with different strata. A common solution
to this challenge is to build a single model that includes information on strata in a categorical
variable that is interacted with every other model parameter. Due to the fact that our analysis
contains so many strata, such a model would be difficult to estimate and interpret.
As an alternative, we adopt a Bayesian regression framework that allows this type of comparison
across models [46]. Conceptually, adopting a Bayesian approach means that our model fitting
process estimates distributions called “posterior distributions” instead of point estimates for each
parameter. Rather than reporting estimates and standard errors, Bayesian analyses typically report
the mean and 95% “credible” intervals from a series of repeated draws from the estimated posterior
distributions. These intervals describe the range of values around the estimated means, within
which 95% of our draws from the posterior fall. They can be compared with the intervals that result
from fitting the same model on a different dataset.
In recent work, Bayesian analysis has been suggested as a promising tool for HCI research [34].
That being said, due to the fact that this approach will likely be unfamiliar to at least some, we
report results from 25 traditional frequentist logistic regression models in our supplement. With
very few exceptions, the means of the posteriors from our Bayesian models are identical to the point
estimates in the corresponding frequentist models. In other words, while our Bayesian approach
puts us on a firmer epistemological footing when comparing estimates across models, our modeling
choice is not driving our estimates or conclusions.
We estimate our models using the software package Stan [8] and the R front-end package
rstanarm [64]. All of our models use weakly informative priors appropriate for logistic regression as
recommended by Stan’s developers,7 and are each fit using four Markov chains with 2,000 iterations
per chain. The first 1,000 samples from each chain are discarded. Model fit diagnostics suggest that
all the chains converged for each of our models. The potential scale reduction factor statistics (R̂)
for the models are included in our supplement. Although the data cannot be shared because of
privacy concerns and IRB rules, complete source code for all of our analyses is provided in our
supplement.
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Fig. 3. Proportion of projects shared by gender across experience levels, measured as the number
of projects created, for 1.1 million Scratch users. Projects created by girls are less likely to be shared
than those by boys until about the 9th project is created. The relationship is subsequently reversed.
6

RESULTS

Figure 3 presents a non-parametric and descriptive depiction of the proportion of projects shared
by girls and boys across different experience-based strata of users. The graph shows that when
users are less experienced (i.e., number of projects created < 10), the proportion of projects shared
is slightly higher among boys than it is among girls: for example, approximately 21.6% of girls
share their first projects whereas 23.1% of boys do so. After 10 projects, this relationship flips and
projects created by girls become more likely to be shared. The vast majority of Scratch projects
are created by inexperienced users, meaning that a combined dataset of projects from the strata
that we analyze would suggest that boys share projects more often than girls. As the average effect
hides this dynamic, Figure 3 demonstrates the value of exploring the data longitudinally.
Figure 4 visualizes the posterior distributions of the parameters associated with our key question
predictors from both of our models. The x-axis of every plot represents the Create Count (i.e., the
stratum), and the y-axis of each plot represents the values of a specific parameter (i.e., β) from the
fitted model. The distribution of each parameter is visualized as a “violin” plot [27], where the dot
within the violin plot indicates the mean of the parameter distribution and the lines attached to the
dot show the 95% credible interval range.
The top left panel of Figure 4 depicts the binary predictor Is Female? for model M1. This graph
shows that the estimated posterior distributions for the lower strata are in line with our stated
hypothesis for H1a. The distribution mean remains near or below 0 until the Create Count is 7.
This suggests that, accounting for the controls in our model, projects made by girls in Scratch
are less likely to be shared compared to those created by their male counterparts until users have
created around seven projects. As foreshadowed in Figure 3, new projects by girls are more likely
to be shared than those by boys in strata containing users who have created eight or more projects.
Again, consistent with Figure 3, model M1 provides some support for H1a that girls will share less
than boys initially and contravening evidence for hypothesis H1b that this trend will also apply to
more experienced users.
As can be seen in the top right panel, model M2 shows a similar relationship between sharing
and Create Count, in that more experienced girls are more likely to share. This indicates that the
7 https://github.com/stan-dev/stan/wiki/Prior-Choice-Recommendations

(https://perma.cc/3NKV-GWAU)
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Fig. 4. Graphs showing the posterior distributions of the parameters across values of Create Count.
Each of the three panels in a given column shows the estimates for a single parameter (i.e., β)
associated with an independent variable or an interaction in our models. Columns reflect our two
models. Each estimate is represented as a “violin” plot denoting the distribution of the parameter
and is a representation of uncertainty. Each “violin” contains a dot representing the mean of the
distribution, and a line representing the 95% credible interval. The line representing a null effect
(β = 0) is indicated by the horizontal blue line in each panel.
introduction of controls for social activity and project characteristics in M2 does not alter our
finding that more experienced girls are more likely to share. That being said, each of our estimates
from M1 is shifted upward in M2 and we conclude that girls are at least as likely to share projects
as boys at every stratum. For the stratum containing all users’ 2nd projects, M2 shows that the odds
of a project being shared by a female Scratch user are not distinguishable from those of a male
user. Among the stratum of users’ 12th projects, the odds are 1.15 times as high. We believe that
these estimates are distinct because the 95% credible intervals for the two parameter distributions
([-0.01, 0.02] and [0.09, 0.18]) do not overlap. M2 suggests that initial differences in the sharing
rate between boys and girls can be explained by differences in the qualities of their projects and
social interaction. The upward trend in both top panels of Figure 4 suggests heartening news for
proponents of broadening participation.
H2 hypothesizes that positive feedback will be positively correlated with the likelihood that a
subsequent project will be shared and that the effect will be consistent. The parameter estimates
for Love Count in M1, shown in the right middle panel of Figure 4, suggest that our hypothesis is
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Is Female? × log(Love Count) (β 3 )

2

0.01
[-0.01, 0.02]

-0.28
[-0.34, -0.23]

0.12
[0.03, 0.21]

6

0.05
[0.03, 0.08]

-0.25
[-0.29, -0.22]

0.20
[0.14, 0.25]

12

0.14
[0.09, 0.18]

-0.19
[-0.22, -0.15]

0.15
[0.10, 0.20]

18

0.17
[0.10, 0.23]

-0.24
[-0.28, -0.20]

0.17
[0.12, 0.22]

24

0.25
[0.16, 0.34]

-0.16
[-0.21, -0.12]

0.10
[0.05, 0.16]

Table 2. Posterior distributions of the parameters (β-s) of interest for models (M2) with
Create Count set to 2, 6, 12, 18, and 24. Each row shows results from one fitted model (M2).
Each cell contains a histogram that shows the distribution of the parameter, followed by the mean
value of the parameter distribution and the corresponding 95% credible interval. The range and
position of the x-axes of the histograms are held constant over a given column, so that the relative shift in the distributions can be easily discerned (e.g. the right-ward shift of the parameter
distribution of Is Female?).

supported for lower values of Create Count. Surprisingly, the opposite seems to be the case from
the 5th created project onward. In other words, M1 estimates that users who have created four
projects or fewer are more likely to share their project if they had received more “love its” in the
past. However, users who have created more than four projects are less likely to share their project
when they have received more positive feedback.
The introduction of controls for project qualities and social interaction (shown in M2 in the middle
right panel of Figure 4) provides a picture that is consistently at odds with our predictions in H2.
The 95% credible intervals for this parameter distribution ([-0.34, -0.23]) overlap with distributions
estimated at other strata (e.g., [-0.29, -0.22] for Create Count = 6), suggesting that we cannot
confidently state that these estimates are distinct. Although the introduction of a stronger set of
controls results in stable parameter estimates in support of H2b, our estimates are consistently
negative and opposite in sign to what we had predicted. M2 suggests that for the 2nd project created
by a user, each log-unit increase in the number of “love its” is associated with odds of being shared
that are only 0.75 times as high. This result is counter-intuitive and surprising. In the discussion
section of this paper, we discuss a possible explanation at length.
In terms of H3, we find that the parameter distributions for our interaction term (shown in
the bottom panel in Figure 4) are positive across our strata. We also find that the introduction of
stronger controls in M2 does little to change these estimates. This indicates that the association
between prior “love its” and the likelihood of sharing is stronger for projects created by girls. This
reflects support for both H3a and H3b.
The posterior distributions from one of our fitted models (M2) are shown in a different format in
Table 2. Due to space constraints, the table only includes the posterior parameter distributions that
are pertinent to our hypotheses across a subset of our strata (five different values of Create Counts).
Our supplement includes full results for all 25 regressions for both M1 and M2.
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Fig. 5. Predicted probabilities from model M2 (with 95% prediction intervals) of sharing a project
for prototypical female and male learners who have each created two projects and shared one
project. The x-axis shows the range of 0 to 2 “love its”.
The estimates for our controls are not reported in this paper but are included in full detail in
our supplement. With the exception of Age, which has a varied but small effect, the effects of
our controls are positive, as predicted. We find very high parameter estimates for Share Count,
suggesting that a creator’s past sharing behavior is a very strong predictor of whether a given
project is going to be shared. The distribution of the parameter associated with Autosave Count
remains positive throughout our models, suggesting that more time spent on developing projects is
associated with an increased chance of projects being shared. The parameter distributions of Age
remain close to 0 throughout the observed range of Create Count. Our estimates for Follow Count
are large but decrease in magnitude in higher strata and our measures for both Block Count and
Unique Media Asset Count are consistently large and positive and relatively stable in magnitude
across strata. Overall, we find that more socially active users on Scratch share their projects more,
and that projects that include more code and more media are shared more frequently.
We understand that the presence of interactions, especially across dozens of models, can make
interpreting these results challenging. In order to aid in interpretation, we provide two visualizations
of model M2 in Figures 5 and 6. These visualizations show simulated data produced by our model for
certain prototypical boys and girls. These prototypical users have values of Is Female?, Create Count
and Share Count that are fixed in ways that are described in the figures’ labels, axes and captions.
Our control variables are all held at their sample medians—computed separately for boys and
girls—for users in each stratum. In each case, shaded areas describe prediction intervals that contain
95% of the predicted values from our models. Lines reflect the mean value of our predictions.
Overlapping shaded areas describe how often our models will make similar predictions for a type
of prototypical boy and girl, but they should not be interpreted as a lack of statistical significance
in terms of the marginal effects of our predictors (these are shown in Figure 4).
In Figure 5, we show the model-predicted probability of sharing for the 2nd project created by
prototypical male and female Scratch users over a range of 0 to 2 “love its”. Since it is impossible to
receive a “love it” without having shared a project, we hold the value of Share Count to 1. We also
hold Autosave Count and Age at their median values. We see from the figure that, with no “love its,”
the predicted probability of a project by a girl being shared is extremely similar to one created by a
boy. However, the receipt of even a single “love it” leads to predictions that will nearly always be
higher for girls.
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Fig. 6. Predicted probabilities from model M2 (with 95% prediction intervals) of sharing a project
for female and male learners who have created 6, 12, 18, and 24 projects. The x-axis shows the
range of 0 to 10 “love its”. For each set of plots, the share count is set to the median of that stratum.
In Figure 6, we use Create Counts of 6, 12, 18, and 24 to reproduce this model-predicted probability
plot across a range of strata. These plots suggest that the relationship between “love its” and sharing
is consistently negative and that the relationship is stronger (i.e., steeper) among boys than among
girls. The plots also show how the relationship between gender and sharing shifts in higher strata
in two ways. First, the initial gap on the left side of the plots shows that as users share more projects,
projects made by girls with no previous “love its” are increasingly likely to be shared, relative to
projects made by otherwise similar boys. Second, attention to the scale of the y-axes across the
panels shows that the difference in the effect of “love its” on the sharing behavior between boys
and girls widens with experience.
The results from our analysis provide mixed support for our hypotheses. We find only qualified
support for our hypotheses about inexperienced users (H1a, H2a, and H3a). Our results in M2
suggest that taking project and social characteristics into account can explain most of the differences
in the sharing rate across gender in users’ earliest projects (H1a) and that the marginal effect of
feedback on sharing is initially negative (H2a). Our hypotheses about how the relationships will
shift among users with more experience find even less support. As hypothesized, we find support
for a consistent effect of our interaction between gender and feedback (H3b). However, we failed to
anticipate the nature of other shifts with H1b and H2b both diverging from our predictions. For
H1b, we find that boys are less likely to share than girls although, in the absence of controls for
project characteristics and social interaction, this effect is conditional on having created more than
seven projects. For H2b, we find that boys who have received more “love its” in the past are less
likely to share than those who have received less positive feedback, although, once again, this is
conditional on having shared at least four projects in the absence of stronger controls.
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THREATS TO VALIDITY

The validity of our findings may be affected by a number of threats and limitations. The most
important threat is that our data become thin as Create Count increases (see Figure 2). For example,
this means that although M1 suggests that the early-stage inequality in sharing rates of projects
across gender flips at seven projects, this reflects the experience of a relatively small proportion of
users. Of course, this threat is not unique to our study or to Scratch in that levels of attrition in
Scratch seem to be typical of most online learning platforms [22].
Another concern is that although it is tempting to interpret our findings as suggesting that
decreasing attrition might also decrease gender inequality, our results cannot demonstrate this
directly, neither do our results imply that individual users’ sharing patterns change. Although
within-user changes in behavior may contribute to our results, so may processes of attrition or
selection. At every stratum of the process that we model, there are reasons to believe that users
who share one more project are different from the users who share one fewer.
There are several limitations in our work related to the validity of measures. For example, projects
may be shared in an order that is different from the order in which they were created. This might
make comparisons between strata noisier or more biased. Projects may be shared at any point in
time. Although most sharing happens very soon after projects are created, and although we track
all projects for at least seven months after their creation, the fact that unshared projects could be
published at any time means that projects created at the later end of our data collection window
may be slightly less likely to be shared. This might also add error or bias.
It is also important to emphasize that Love Count is a limited way to measure feedback. Previous
work has looked into the enormous variation in the quality, content, and tone of comments left
on projects in Scratch [26, 69]. Although we do not attempt to measure feedback in this way, it
is possible that the content of comments received could provide a distinct source of feedback.
We might also expect to see the effects of other types of feedback like “favoriting” (similar to
bookmarking in Scratch) or adding projects to studios (community curated collections of projects).
Our measure of gender is another possible threat to validity because we cannot know whether
users are reporting this information truthfully. Importantly, our work ignores the experience of
Scratch users with non-binary genders. Our measure of age is also self-reported and suffers from
similar threats. An additional threat related to age is that older users, including adults like teachers,
might persist longer. The wide range of ages in our data creates a related threat to our broader
framing in terms of youth.
In order to address these threats related to age, we can point to the distributions of users by
age as reported in aggregate on the Scratch website [65]. As an additional check, we have broken
this data down by stratum for our dataset and published this material in our supplement. We can
draw comfort from the fact that the distribution of self-reported ages among new users in Scratch
is centered at the age of 12 with the large majority falling between 8 and 16. The analysis in our
supplement shows that these distributions are remarkably stable across strata as well. Although it
seems unlikely that the very small number of adults in our data is driving our results or threatening
our ability to draw conclusions about youth, we included a control for the linear effect of age in all
of our models. Its inclusion does not substantively affect our results. We ran our analysis with a
dataset where the upper age-limit was restricted to 18.8 The substantive results remained the same.
A final threat is the external validity of our findings and the degree to which our work will
generalize to other informal learning communities. Beyond the general challenge of generalizing
from a study of a single community, this threat stems from the fact that although Scratch was
designed as an informal environment, it is often used in settings such as schools where learners
8 We

have included the parameter plots from this analysis in our supplement.
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may be expected or required to share their creations. Although we expect the proportion of projects
created in such settings to be limited, our ability to generalize to informal environments may be
impeded to the extent that our results reflect work in formal settings.
8

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Even though Scratch was designed to appeal to diverse tastes and interests and to be a supportive
learning environment where sharing and collaboration are encouraged, we find that its users
share only 29% of the projects that they create. As predicted by theories suggesting that girls have
less confidence in their ability than boys, our bivariate descriptive statistics suggest that girls’
early projects are less likely to be shared than similar projects by boys, but that this relationship
is flipped among more experienced users. Our regression models suggest that the difference in
sharing between inexperienced boys and girls can largely be explained by differences in users’
social behaviors and project qualities, and that experienced girls share at a substantially higher
rate than boys do.
Although we find some evidence that new users who received more positive feedback on their
initial projects were more likely to share than similar users who received less, our models suggest
that prior positive feedback is a negative predictor of sharing among experienced users. We find
that controlling for social connection and project characteristics means that this relationship is
consistently negative. We also find that the relationship between positive feedback and sharing is
much more positive (i.e., less negative) in girls than in similar boys, and that this relationship was
largely consistent across user experience levels.
As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the sizes of our estimated effects are mostly small—i.e., the visualized
differences in the sharing rates are several percentage points at most. We draw some comfort from
the fact that these small differences might still represent tens or even hundreds of thousands of
projects and a substantial proportion of inequality in participation associated with gender. Although
we believe that these estimated effects are meaningful, our effects’ modest size reminds us that
our variables are only one source contributing to inequality in participation in informal learning
communities.
Our findings contribute to a body of work that is situated at the intersection of social computing
and informal computer-science education research. Specifically, we contribute to the understanding
of factors that are associated with sharing of artifacts in online communities, in creative computing
in particular. As sharing is the central act of participation in many online communities, our findings
point to factors that are predictors of participation and engagement.
Our stage-based stratified modeling approach suggests that these predictors are dynamic and
that they shift and change in relative importance depending on the stratum of users whose projects
are being observed. Weak predictors of sharing among early-stage users can be strong predictors
among more experienced groups. As discussed in our threats section, one possible explanation
may be an endogenous process of attrition. For example, girls who do not share or do not receive
positive feedback early on may simply stop creating new projects at a higher rate. Through that
process, girls will fall out of the dataset used in our higher strata.
For researchers studying social computing communities, our result illustrates how differences in
gender and positive feedback are associated with differences in participation. Although we find some
support for prior findings in social computing research which indicate that motivational feedback
can support member participation, these results must be heavily qualified. Positive feedback is
associated with increased odds of participation only for projects that are made by early-stage users,
and this is only true in our models that do not include controls for project characteristics and social
activity. All of our predicted probabilities from model M2 for prototypical users, male and females
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across a range of experience levels, suggest that the marginal effect of positive feedback is lower
levels of sharing.
One explanation is a phenomenon described in the music industry as “sophomore album syndrome” or “second album syndrome” (SAS). SAS occurs when a musician has an acclaimed first
album and then struggles to complete a second. SAS is generally attributed to the paralyzing
effect of pressure caused by a larger audience and increased expectations. We find some theoretical
support for the idea that SAS might explain our results in H2 in research that suggests that imagined
audiences online can lead to self-censorship [13, 40]. Research on Facebook has suggested that
boys with predominantly male peer groups will self-censor more frequently [13]. Research by
Ridgeway [57] described both how SAS might happen and why it might affect boys more: starting
in childhood, gender frames social relations through which people compare their performance to
others’ and make judgments on where their own talents lie; contemporary stereotypes describe men
as more competent, whereas women are considered nicer. Boys, therefore, may both hold higher
expectations for receiving community validation of their competence and feel more threatened
when this community’s approval is not received. In other words, boys may be more susceptible to
SAS because the stakes in terms of feedback are higher.
Brennan’s [2] ethnographic study on audience in Scratch suggested that the audience-awareness
and approval-seeking behavior necessary for SAS is present in Scratch. Brennan’s subjects considered audience frequently, were frustrated at their inability to reach it, and sometimes described
the attention of others as unwanted. Brennan suggested that the designers of Scratch could help
individuals find smaller communities within the larger population of users. It is possible that
experienced girls have been more successful at forming smaller communities in which to assess
their achievements on Scratch and, thus, feel more rewarded by receiving relatively fewer “love
its”. This might mitigate the effect of SAS among girls.
Of course, it is difficult for us to gather direct evidence on users’ beliefs and reasoning given
the observational nature of our study and our dataset based on digital traces. One weak piece
of evidence that we can present is a consistently positive correlation that we estimated between
our measure of feedback (Love Count) and our measure of effort (Autosave Count) across all strata
of our data (details are included in our supplement). This suggests that users with more positive
feedback spend more time on their projects, something that we would expect if SAS were occurring.
Unpacking this effect further will likely require complementary interpretive methods like interviews
or vignette studies to understand users’ thought processes, beliefs, and feelings.
For designers of online informal learning communities and educators interested in informal
STEM education, our research shows how stereotype threat may play out. Although our dependent
variable is a measure of participation, not learning, prior work has argued that participation is
deeply related to learning in communities like Scratch [32]. Our findings suggest that gender is,
as believed, associated with the decision to participate but that this association is complex and
dynamic. Our work points to a more precise locus of unequal participation as well as a potential
means to combat it. In particular, our results suggest that girls might benefit from more structured
support early on in their engagement with such communities. It is possible that social support
gained by girls who engage with the Scratch community effectively counters some of the negative
messages that young girls receive that tend to turn them away from being interested in technology.
Our work serves as a cautionary finding for designers of interventions for fostering greater
engagement. What we find suggests that positive feedback mechanisms such as “love its” are not
uniformly associated with increased odds of participation. Indeed, for many groups of users, the
association, at least along one dimension of participation (i.e., sharing), may be negative. That
being said, we do not know whether positive feedback is associated with other forms of increased
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participation—e.g. it may be possible that an increased number of “love its” on Scratch is associated
with a decreased likelihood of attrition.
Finally, at a methodological level, our results demonstrate how stage-based stratified regression
models can allow social computing researchers to uncover dynamic statistical relationships that
change over time, and that would be missed with an overall average. A single frequentist version
of M2 fit on a dataset combining all our analyzed strata identified that average effect sizes do not
capture the dynamic processes that we uncover in this paper. For example, the parameter estimate
for Is Female? (β = −0.1, p < 0.001), implies that the odds of a project created by a girl being
shared is 0.89 times the odds of a similar project made by a boy. This average hides the way that
this relationship shifts with experience.
We present our study with the hope that future work will look more deeply into the factors that
influence sharing behaviors. We also hope that future studies will extend our work’s encouraging
suggestion that female participation becomes more robust once an initial barrier to engagement
is overcome as well as examining our surprising result that motivational feedback such as “love
its” is associated with less future sharing of creative artifacts. Although our study is restricted to
one community, we hope that future researchers will apply and extend our questions and methods
in the context of other online communities, leading to a more general understanding of gender
disparity in technology and in learner engagement in informal online communities more broadly.
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